Natural image matting refers to the interactive process of estimating the foreground opacity (alpha matte) of an input image and extracting the foreground layer. Various approaches have been proposed utilizing affinity-based strategy, sampling-based strategy or hybrid of both. Affinity-based approaches and hybrid approaches generally derive a quadratic cost function concerning alpha matte smoothness as well as user input and estimate the alpha matte through solving a sparse linear system of equations. These approaches, which have closed-form solutions, are called closed-form matting approaches. This paper provides an extensive overview on the closed-form matting theory. A hierarchical matting model is presented, classifying affinity-based approaches into three categories. The basis of each model and the relationships between them are analyzed. Using manifold learning theory, we unify the closed-form matting approaches into one framework and provide explanations of: 1) how various affinity-based strategies generate the alpha matte; 2) why sampling-based strategies help improve the precision of alpha matte. Evaluation of the representative algorithms on an image matting dataset and a video matting dataset demonstrates the strength and weakness of each matting model. Not only summary of the traditional matting methods is provided but also several suggestions on future directions for matting research are proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image matting is a fundamental image processing technique and is widely used in fields such as film editing, advertising and medical diagnosis. Given an image I , matting estimates its foreground opacity mask α and decomposes I into a foreground layer F and a background layer B, whose convex combination reconstructs the source image,
where elements of α range between 0 and 1. α is also called blending coefficients from the blending perspective and is referred to as alpha matte from the matting perspective. Image matting is usually followed by the compositing operation that blends the extracted foreground with a new background image. For most existing approaches, estimating the alpha matte α and estimating F, B are treated as two independent procedures. Commonly, calculating F and B is carried out after the estimation of alpha matte α is completed.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shuihua Wang. Fig. 1 displays the process of image matting. The foreground region of an image varies for different purposes, which means foreground is not a specific term, thus cannot be uniquely defined. Since matting is an ill-posed problem that has infinite solutions as illustrated in Fig. 2 , user annotation and various assumptions are required as additional constraints. Given an image I of width w and height h, the total number of pixels is denoted as n = w×h. Matting algorithms require user to annotate the input image in form of drawing a ternary array called trimap T , dividing image pixels set into three subsets: foreground set f , background set b and unknown set u . f together with b is called known (labeled) set k . A formal definition of image matting is FIGURE 2. Why additional information is necessary for matting? The image I can be formed through three different solutions and all of them are correct. This illustration comes from [1] .
estimating the likelihood that each unknown pixel in u belongs to foreground according to input image I and trimap T .
Traditionally, matting algorithms are categorized as affinity-based, sampling-based or hybrid of both. The affinity-based approaches, which are also known as propagation-based approaches, first build connections between neighboring pixels and then propagate the label information from the known region to unknown region using specific optimization strategies. The sampling-based methods directly estimate the alpha value through comparing similarities between an unknown pixel and a series of pixels (or image patches) sampled from labeled region. The affinitybased approaches and hybrid approaches commonly derive a quadratic cost function concerning alpha matte smoothness as well as user input and estimate the alpha matte through solving a sparse linear system of equations. This type of methods can be solved in closed form and is adopted by a significant number of matting approaches.
This paper provides comprehensive review on closed-form matting theory. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a review of current matting algorithms. Section III introduces basic assumptions and affinitybased models in closed-form matting theory. The definition of cost function of each model and the unified closed-form solution are analyzed in section IV and section V respectively. Section VI analyzes the hybrid strategy, explaining how sampling-based strategies and affinity-based strategies are combined to deal with more difficult cases. All the above sections focus on the estimation of alpha matte, leaving reconstruction of F and B to the following section. Section VII evaluates the performance of matting models and discusses several important matting concepts. This section also provides the approaches for solving the foreground and background after alpha matte has been estimated. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
The related matting approaches are divided into two major types, the traditional methods and the convolutional neural network (CNN) based methods. Approaches concerning traditional matting algorithms are introduced according to whether it is affinity-based, sampling-based or hybrid of both. The existing survey papers are reviewed in the last part of this section, where the aim and the necessity of this survey is addressed. A time line of matting approaches are shown in Fig. 3 , displaying each algorithm with the matting model it belongs to.
A. TRADITIONAL MATTING METHODS 1) AFFINITY-BASED METHODS
Poisson matting [2] performs gradient-based image editing, with an underlying assumption that input image is locally smooth. Alpha matte is computed by solving Poisson equation with the matte gradient field and Dirichlet boundary conditions. An image can be described by a graph, using pixels as nodes and similarities between pixels as edges. Graph theory based algorithm Graph-cut [3] converts matting to a mincut/max-flow problem as shown in Fig. 4 . The alpha matte corresponds to the min-cut of constructed graph. Grab-cut [4] improves Graph-cut in three aspects, including iterative processing, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based color modeling and post border matting. Since algorithms based on graph theory usually generate hard 0, 1 masks, they are sometimes treated as segmentation algorithms.
Random-walk (RW) matting [5] assumes that the likelihood a pixel belongs to foreground can be approximated by the probability that a walker enters the foreground region starting from this pixel. In order to estimate the shift of the walker in each position, RW calculates the similarities between directly adjacent pixels and generates a matrix known as graph Laplacian. A system of linear equations whose coefficient matrix is the graph Laplacian is solved to get estimation of alpha matte.
Closed-form (CF) matting [6] applies the Alpha-color model, which establishes the relationship between the color value and the alpha value of each pixel. CF propagates user annotation to the entire image through minimizing the loss function defined by Alpha-color model, which deduces a quadratic cost function. A sparse system of linear equations, whose coefficient matrix is known as matting Laplacian matrix, is built and solved to get the final alpha matte. Although CF is commonly referred to as the Closed-form matting, it is only one implementation of the general closedform matting. Spectral matting [7] creates a set of fuzzy matting components from the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of Laplacian matrix and then constructs the alpha matte using these components. Large Kernel matting [8] use a large local window to acquire more affinity information for each pixel. Fast CF matting [9] accelerates the matting process using hierarchical data structure.
Learning Based (LB) matting [10] implicitly adopts the Color Mixture model, which assumes that each pixel can be linearly represented by a group of pixels and the total representation error can be used as the overall cost. LB matting first learns the local linear representation model for each pixel labeled as unknown. It then solves a system of matting equations, whose coefficient matrix is also referred to as matting Laplacian matrix, to find the optimized alpha matte. Manifold Preserving (MP) matting [11] points out that image matting can be seen as a manifold learning problem, in which the learning process in LB matting can be regarded as Local Linear Embedding (LLE) [12] .
2) SAMPLING-BASED METHODS
Bayesian matting [13] learns local color distributions using GMM and iteratively estimates α, F and B through maximizing the probability that given image can be observed. Bayesian method generates satisfied alpha matte if the input image satisfies: 1) color distributions of foreground and background regions do not overlap; 2) unknown region is a narrow band.
Robust matting [14] samples a group of foreground/ background pairs for each of the unknown pixel based on the color similarly. These pixel pairs are used to estimate the alpha value. Soft Scissor [15] , a modification of Robust matting, provides an interactive solution that solves matting problem incrementally based on real-time user input. To avoid missing good samples, Global matting [16] chooses all the pixels on the boundary of labeled foreground and background region to build candidate pairs and designs several techniques to search for the best labeled pair.
Shared matting [17] samples the pixels lie along the rays emanated with equal angle-interval from the unknown pixel. Weighted matting [18] takes texture information and color weight into consideration during sampling process. Comprehensive matting [19] is accomplished by expanding the sampling area from the boundary between labeled region and unlabeled region to all the labeled area, which ensures samples from each distribution are included. Support Vector Regression (SVR) matting [20] treats matting as a regression problem and learns spatially relations between features and alpha values of pixels using SVR.
While previous sampling approaches are based on pixel pairs for alpha estimation, some approaches adopt the image patch-based measurements with the help of superpixel segmentation methods. Sparse Codes (SC) matting [21] treats the matting problem as a sparse coding of pixel features, using the sum of the codes to form the estimation of alpha matte. The samples are collected from the mean color of the superpixels that lie along the boundaries of the trimaps and the number of samples for each superpixel region is adjusted according to the confidence score. KLD matting [22] provides a similarity measure for comparing two samples based on the KL-Divergence between distribution of features. Both SC and KLD adopt SLIC [23] for superpixel segmentation, utilizing the image patch-based measurements instead of pixel pair-based solutions.
3) HYBRID METHODS
There are two methods to accomplish the hybrid: smoothness refinement method and non-local affinity method. Smoothness refinement method is a straightforward idea that first utilizes sampling-based strategy to estimate the alpha matte and then refines the alpha matte using affinity-based strategy. The non-local affinity method is a generalization to local affinity-based method since affinities are built between non-adjacent pixels through sampling similar pixels for each unknown one.
Most of the sampling-based methods adopt the smoothness refinement operation. Robust matting [14] combines CF and Random-walk to optimize the alpha matte generated by sampling process. Improved matting [24] improves Robust matting through assigning different weights on the estimated alpha values for smoothness refinement process. CF is chosen as the smoothness refinement method by most approaches such as Robust [14] , Weighted [18] , Comprehensive [19] , SC [21] , KLD [22] and SVR [20] . Besides affinity-based smoothness refinement, Guided filter [25] can also be used for post-optimization after sampling process.
The sampling strategy for alpha estimation is complicated, but that for non-local affinity is quite straightforward. Sampling for non-local affinity searches for the pixels that have similar features with target unknown pixel and the non-local affinities are established between them. Many approaches, such as Nonlocal matting [26] , KNN matting [27] , Color Clustering (CC) matting [28] , Information Flow (IF) matting [29] , search for similar colors for each unknown pixel to build nonlocal affinities. An efficient nearest neighbor searching method (FLANN) [30] is adopted by KNN matting and IF matting to accelerate the sampling process. LNSP matting [31] is a hybrid solution that utilizes both the localaffinity strategy and the non-local affinity strategy. It adopts CF as its local affinity principle and Nonlocal approach as its non-local affinity principle. Information Flow (IF) matting [29] explicitly controls the information flow from the known region into the unknown region, as well as within the unknown region itself, by utilizing multiple definitions of pixel affinities. IF [29] currently achieves the lowest error among the traditional algorithms.
B. CNN BASED METHODS
CNN based matting algorithms rely heavily on the annotated data to learn desirable models. Since there lacks a large public dataset to train deep matting models, many early CNN based works just perform refinements on existing methods. Portrait matting [32] creates a refined trimap and feeds it into CF matting, causing this method being limited by the capability of traditional matting algorithms. Deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) matting [33] simply performs fine-tuning on the alpha matte generated by CF and KNN matting.
Benefiting from a large image matting dataset, Deep Image (DI) matting [34] adopts an end-to-end CNN framework and makes full use of low-level features and high-level semantic information of input image. AlphaGAN matting [35] explores semi-supervised learning methods for image matting using generative adversarial network.
Some recent works achieve in-depth combinations of traditional approaches and neural networks. Deep Energy (DE) [36] and Deep Propagation (DP) [37] minimize the loss function defined by traditional approaches using deep network. Sample Net (SN) [38] , as the name reveals, focuses on the optimization of sampling strategy for alpha matte estimation.
C. SURVEYS ON MATTING
The survey [39] summarizes various state of art matting approaches as well as many essential matting concepts, involving blending equation, Color Smooth model, Alphacolor model and necessity of trimap. The comprehensive study [40] provides more detailed categorization strategy and covers more algorithms released before 2015. Computer Vision for Visual Effects (CVVE) [1] provides extensive analysis of matting as well as compositing theory, which makes this book one of the most detailed reference materials in matting field. Sampling matting [41] makes a comprehensive survey on sampling-based matting, which is a complement to our work.
There are two major problems in previous surveys. First, previous studies have lagged behind current matting progress, missing some high performance matting algorithms such as KLD and IF, not to mention the latest methods based on deep learning. Second, matting concepts provided by previous surveys are not systematical enough. Their rough classification strategy ignores much essential details that the algorithms rely on, making matting methods seem to be several collections of rather independent ideas. The proposed matting theory, aiming to solve previous problems, are analyzed in the following sections. 
III. MATTING OVERVIEW AND BASIC AFFINITY-BASED MODELS
An overview of matting theory is shown in Fig. 5 . Closedform matting includes affinity-based approaches and hybrid approaches.
The affinity-based approaches are concluded into three models: level 1 Color Smooth model, level 2 Alpha-color model and level 3 Color Mixture model. All the three models have closed-form solution thus serve as the core content of the theory framework. There are two ways to combine affinitybased strategy and sampling-based strategy: sampling for non-local affinity and affinity-based refinement on samplingbased estimation.
From the manifold learning perspective, this section explains how matting algorithm works and provides the basis for concluding matting approaches into corresponding models. Both formal mathematical descriptions and intuitive explanations are provided, revealing the essence of each model and the relationships between them.
Two points are noticed for the closed-form matting. First, although the approach [6] is commonly referred to as Closedform (CF) matting, it is in fact an affinity-based approach that belongs to level 2 Alpha-color model. The terminology closed-form matting used in this paper refers to the general meaning rather than this specific approach. Second, the classification strategy that closed-form matting consists of affinity-based and hybrid approaches does not mean that all affinity-based matting approaches own closed-form solution. Discrete optimization algorithm min-cut/max-flow used by Graph-cut [3] , Grab-cut [4] is another way to solve such affinity-based problems.
A. BASIC MATTING ASSUMPTIONS
Matting models are required to obey the image blending equation (1) . Once the foreground pixel F i and the background pixel B i are estimated (or sampled), the image pixel I i can be reproduced using blending equation:
An image is also supposed to obey manifold assumption: high dimensional image data reside on a lower dimensional manifold. A visualization of image blending under manifold perspective is presented in Fig. 6 , where red curve denotes the foreground manifold and blue curve denotes the background manifold. As shown in the figure, although the color space of an RGB image is has three dimensions, the color manifold in fact resides on a curve. The image manifold is the interpolation of the two curves and is shown in the middle with gradient color. Though it is generally assumed that three-dimensional image colors reside on two-dimensional manifold, drawing the image manifold as a curve helps easier visualization of matting models to be explained in the following subsections. 
B. COLOR SMOOTH MODEL
Many image processing algorithms rely on the Color Smooth assumption that the foreground image F and background image B are locally smooth so that each pixel can be represented using linear combination of neighboring pixels in a small window. The model that directly utilize this assumption is known as Color Smooth model. This smoothness feature applies to both color value and alpha value.
The Color Smooth assumption on F and B does not necessarily require I to be smooth everywhere. Given a sharp border between foreground region and background region, sub-region of each side is smooth while the region nearby border can be rough.
The color smooth assumption is further simplified to three points cases. It is assumed that in a small window, a foreground color F i is the linear combination of two neighboring colors F 1 and F 2 with coefficient β i . Similarly, the background color B i , B 1 and B 2 satisfy linear equation with coefficient γ i :
This is referred to as Color Line model.
C. ALPHA-COLOR MODEL
Alpha-color assumption means that alpha value of a pixel can be formed through linearly combining corresponding color channels values. The model associated with this assumption is called Alpha-color model. The explanation on single channel image and color image are provided separately.
1) SINGLE CHANNEL IMAGE
Pixel i in image I can be expressed using equation (2) . Rewriting the equation generates the expression of α i ,
It shows that α value of a pixel linearly depends on its color value. It is supposed that in a small window, usually of size
where all pixels in window j are denoted as ω j , and the number of pixels in ω j is m.
2) COLOR IMAGE Color intensity of pixel i in a RGB image is expressed as
where pixel color of I , F and B in RGB model are denoted
Similar to the gray-scale case, the α value of a pixel is expressed as a linear combination of its color channels with coefficients a = [a r , a g , a b ] T :
or a more simplified version,
where
D. COLOR MIXTURE MODEL
Let the pixel colors in window w j be denoted as X j = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m ]. Similar to Color Smooth model, Color Mixture model assumes that single pixel i ∈ w j can be represented by a linear combination of all pixels in that window using coefficient vector f j i ,
Let the vectorization of alpha matte values in ω j be α j = [α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α m ] T . Substituting (9) into (8), we get expression of α concerning only alpha values in a small window, Previous derivation utilizes the following equation
The color mixture (9) and alpha mixture (10) together defines the Color Mixture model. This model describes each pixel as a mixture of a series of similar pixels and uses the same linear coefficients for both color value mixture and alpha value mixture.
E. MODEL CHAIN
Level 1 Color Smooth model is an essential model not only for traditional matting algorithms but for various of other image process tasks. It is directly used in matting approaches such as Bayesian [13] , Grab-cut [4] and RW [5] . Many algorithms solely based on this model do not have closed-form solutions and have to be solved iteratively. Further derivation proves that alpha value of a pixel is linearly dependent on its color, which is the basis of level 2 Alpha-color model. This model, which was first proposed by [6] , can be solved with closedform solution and seems to be the most widely used model as shown in Table. 1. Level 3 Color Mixture model is derived from level 2 model with distinct intuition: it implies that if color of a pixel can be represented as a linear combination of its neighboring colors, the combination coefficients can also be used to describe the relationship between alpha values. Level 3 model is implicitly used by [10] and improved by a series of follow-up works [11] , [29] . Table. 1 is a conclusion of closed-form matting approaches to be evaluated. Each approach is labeled with corresponding models, including the three affinity-based models and two hybrid models. Though sometimes non-local affinity-based model is treated as a special kind of affinity model, in this paper, any approach combining both affinity-based strategy and sampling strategy is classified as a hybrid approach.
IV. DEFINING COST FUNCTION FOR AFFINITY-BASED MODEL
There are three models for affinity-based matting and each model has a unique loss function to measure the error related to its assumption. Before analyzing the details of different loss functions, we introduce the image matting process from the manifold learning perspective. Fig. 6 illustrates how image manifold is formed using blending equation. Image matting, aiming to recover the blending coefficients α of a given image I , is in fact an operation of mapping the image manifold to an interval between 0 and 1 as shown in Fig. 7 .
There are three major solutions to map the image manifold to the closed interval of [0, 1] (range of alpha value) and each one corresponds to a matting model. The level 1 Color Smooth model assumes that both color values and alpha values in a small image patch should be similar. Since the color of pixel is given, it is only required that the difference between alpha values of a group of neighboring pixels should be small. Level 2 Alpha-color model proves that linear transform of image color generates the alpha value. Under the Alpha-color assumption, color values of a group of neighboring pixels approximately project to the same alpha value. Level 3 Color Mixture model further explores that the color value and alpha value of a group of pixels have the same linear relationship. Visualization of the three models is presented in Fig. 7 .
A. COLOR SMOOTHNESS LOSS
Given value of F i , B i and α i , which can be either sampled or estimated, the pixel color is reconstructed using equation (2) . For pixel i, the data loss, which measures the reconstruction error between real pixel color and the VOLUME 7, 2019 reconstructed color, is defined as
where σ d is a regularization coefficient. E data is called data term for it concerns only a single pixel data. Color Smooth model assumes that the difference between adjacent pixel values (both their color value and alpha value) are small. Since color information is fixed for a given image I , only smoothness of alpha values is evaluated,
where σ s is also a regularization coefficient. The total cost function for Color Smooth model consists of two parts: the data part and the smoothness part:
Here V is the pixel set of image and E is the set of all adjacent pixel pairs. This formulation is known as Gibbs energy and the solution minimizing E gibbs corresponds to alpha matte. A classical solution solving this model is to build a graph and generate a segmentation via min-cut/max-flow algorithm. This discrete optimization solution is adopted by Graphcut [3] and Grab-cut [4] . RW [5] proposed a closed-form solution to solve this type of problem and the detail is to be introduced in the next section.
B. ALPHA-COLOR LOSS
The Alpha-color model assumes that there is a linear dependency between image color and alpha value for each pixel. According to the Color Smooth assumption, an image has similar neighboring colors and alpha values. As shown in Fig. 7 (b), a group of neighboring pixels are approximately projected to the same alpha value given the assurance that the local patch is small. The detail of loss function is explained for the single channel image case and the color image case respectively.
1) SINGLE CHANNEL IMAGE
For a single channel image pixel j, according to (4), the loss of Alpha-color model related to window ω j is
where coefficients a j and b j are constant scalars related to window ω j . A regularization term controlled by weight is added to enforce numerical stability. The overall cost function of an image is the sum of all window costs:
Generally, the size of window w j is fixed to 3 × 3 and each window centers on an unknown pixel j ∈ u . Since each unknown pixel corresponds to a window, there are overlaps between neighboring windows, which enables information propagation between neighboring pixels.
2) COLOR IMAGE
For color image, according to (7) , the loss of a single window is defined as
and the global loss for an image is
Similar to the single channel case, only the windows centered on unknown pixels are considered. The color value I i and coefficient a j are both 3 by 1 vectors. b j and are scalars.
C. COLOR MIXTURE LOSS
Let the vectorization of alpha matte values in ω j be α j . According to Color Mixture model, in a small window, pixels of similar color values get similar alpha values and linear relationships among pixels in color space and in alpha space are identical, as shown in Fig. 7 (c) . Given a pixel i ∈ ω j , its alpha value is denoted by α i . If pixel i can be represented as a linear combination of pixels in window ω j in the color space using coefficient vector f j i , that linear combination can also be applied to the alpha space, as described by (10) . The local cost of single window ω j becomes:
The global cost of an image is the sum of all local costs:
Different from the Alpha-color model, the regularization term of Color-Mixture model is not explicitly added to the cost function but implicitly utilized during the calculation of coefficients f in a separate stage.
V. CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION FOR IMAGE MATTING
Although there are three models, their closed-form solutions are quite similar. This section provides the derivation for each model and show how the models are unified using an elegant closed-form solution. We first present the unified closed-form solution, then explain how each model is rewritten to this unified form.
A. THE CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION
The cost functions of previously introduced models can be simplified into the quadratic form:
where α is the vectorized alpha matte and L is the n × n matting Laplacian matrix. This form of cost function acts as the constraint for alpha smoothness, propagating the label information to unlabeled region. The vectorized user input α * , generated from trimap T , is added to cost function as the second constraint. The difference between estimation of alpha matte α and input α * should be small. Minimizing the following expression generates alpha mattes
in which λ is the weight parameter. By taking the derivative of previous function and setting it to zero, we get the final solution
where C is a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element equals to 1 if the corresponding pixel is labeled in trimap, otherwise it is 0.
The second approach to solve (20) is to first re-index the pixels to α = [α k α u ] T , letting the alpha value of labeled pixels α k be placed ahead of the unlabeled pixels α u . Then pivot the matting Laplacian and partition it into blocks
where block L k represents relations between known pixels while block L u represents that between unknown pixels. R describes the relations between known and unknown pixels. Then the quadratic cost expression are reformulated as
Taking the derivative of previous equation with respect to unknown alpha value α u and set it to 0, we have
Obviously, the first type of solution (22) estimates alpha value of all pixels while the second form of solution (25) only outputs alpha value of the unlabeled pixels. So the second approach is a bit more computational efficient than the first one. However, using the modern mathematical package, there are no significant performance differences between them. Most algorithms choose the first closed-form solution in practice. Though the matting problem is reformulated to solving a linear system of equations, numerical calculation of such linear system still cannot be avoided and it occupies a large portion of the total time consumption.
B. COLOR SMOOTH MODEL
Color Smooth model requires the neighboring pixels to have similar colors and alpha values. With W i,j denoting the importance of the connection between pixel i and j, a kind of overall cost for Color Smooth model can be defined as
Let d i be the sum of edge weight connected to i, then
where E is the set of all adjacent pixel pairs. The graph Laplacian matrix is defined as
Then the total cost of the model is rewritten in a vectorized form J (α) = α T Lα. W ij can be simply defined as
where λ is a weight parameter.
C. ALPHA-COLOR MODEL: SINGLE CHANNEL IMAGE
This subsection proves that, for single channel images, Alpha-color loss has quadratic form as (20) , where L is an n × n matrix, whose (i, j)th entry is
where δ i,j is the Kronecker delta function
µ k and σ k are the mean and variance of the color intensities in window ω k . Notice that different from previous subsections, i and j here denote the position of matrix entry and k denotes the window index.
1) PROOF ON QUADRATIC FORM
The cost function J k (α, a k , b k ) (14) can be rewritten in vectorized form J k (α, c k ):
where G k is a matrix storing color information and regularization coefficient ,
For a specific window j, the pixel indexes j 1 , . . . , j m in this window are denoted as 1, . . . , m for simplicity.α k = [α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m , 0] T stores the alpha values of window k and an additional 0. Notice thatα k is different from α k , which is defined as α k = [α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m ] T . For each window k, our aim is to find c k to minimize cost function J k ,
By using the first-order necessary condition, we get
Substituting previous equation into (32) and denoting G k =
In order to build connections between J k (α k ) and the matting Laplacian matrix, we need to figure out how each pair of pixels (i, j) is related to global model losses and extract its value from G T k G k . Further deduction proves that only the topleft submatrix of size m × m is necessary for the computation of J while others can be ignored. Let e i,j denotes the (i, j)th entry of G T k G k , which corresponds to the loss related to pixel pair of i and j. We have the expression of e i,j :
Proof of the (37) is presented in the appendix. Let L k be the top-left m × m submatrix of G T k G k , we simplify (36) into
Denoting a n × n sparse matrix L k whose non-zero values come from L k , J k (α) can be re-expressed into a form concerning all pixels in the image
where L is
L is the matting Laplacian matrix. This matting Laplacian matrix is equivalent to (30) .
D. ALPHA-COLOR MODEL: COLOR IMAGE
Alpha-color loss of color images has quadratic form as (20) , where L is an n × n matrix, whose (i, j)th entry is:
Here, I (3) is a 3×3 identity matrix, µ k is the 3×1 mean value of colors in a window, k is the 3 × 3 covariance matrix of the intensities in window ω k . The form of this expression is similar to single channel image case as (30) .
E. COLOR MIXTURE MODEL
This subsection has two parts. The first part proves that the loss function (19) of Color Mixture model has quadratic form as (20) . The second part derives the analytic expression for the coefficient vectors f mentioned in IV-C.
1) PROOF ON QUADRATIC FORM
The cost function J j expressed in (18) can be rewritten in vectorized form:
is a symmetric sparse matrix, and I (m) is an identity matrix, m is the number of pixels in window j.
.., f j m ] T is treated as a given matrix. Notice that for a specific window j, the pixel indexes of this window j 1 , . . . , j m are denoted as 1, . . . , m for simplicity. J j (α) is now in vectorized form concerning only pixels in window j. Denoting n × n sparse matrix L j whose non-zero values come from L j , J j (α) can be re-expressed into a form concerning all pixels in the image
So the total cost of all windows is:
L is the matting Laplacian matrix. 
Proof: Color of pixel i can be represented as a linear combination of color values in window j
We can estimate f j i by solving a quadratic optimization problem:
By using the first-order necessary condition, we get following
and equation (46) .
VI. HYBRID MATTING APPROACHES
There are two methods for model combination in hybrid approaches: 1) Affinity-based Refinement on Samplingbased Estimation (smoothness refinement); 2) Sampling for non-local affinity (non-local affinity). Smoothness refinement is a straightforward idea which first utilizes samplingbased strategy to estimate the alpha matte and then refines [42] and input image of the second row is a square with a hole. CF, the local affinity-based method, fails to handle the isolated region denoted in the red boxes. LB also fails in the first image although it detects the center hole in the second one. The sampling-assisted methods, such as Global, KNN and IF, successfully identify the difficult region.
the alpha matte through affinity-based strategy. The nonlocal affinity methods perform propagation after building affinities between non-adjacent pixels by sampling. Both the two approaches sample pixels before propagating the label information to the unknown region, thus they ultimately arrive at the matting equations and the closed-form solution. From a mathematical perspective, the first approach changes the sparse pattern of matting Laplacian matrix while the second one adds new constraints to the system of matting equations. Each approach is analyzed in a subsection below.
A. SAMPLING FOR NONLOCAL AFFINITY
In previous sections, we analyzed three affinity-based matting models. These models establish connections between neighboring pixels so that the information can be propagated from labeled region to unknown region. However, Color Smooth assumption, an essential assumption of affinity-based models, can not always be met. Color smooth assumption consists of two rules:
• The neighboring pixels in image (physical) space are neighbors in color space • The neighboring pixels in color space are neighbors in image (physical) space For convenience, the neighboring pixels in image (physical) space are called neighboring pixels. It is always supposed that neighboring pixels have similar colors as mentioned in the first rule. However, pixels of similar colors are not always gathered especially in the images of rich textures and scenes. So the second rule sometimes fails, causing the performance of algorithms depend on it deteriorates dramatically. Fig. 8 presents two images that contain regions violating the image smooth assumption. Input image of the first row is GT04 chosen from public dataset [42] and input image of the second row is inspired by [29] . The following analyzes apply to both two images, but we focus only on the second one, which is easier to understand. In this image, the unknown region is divided into two parts, the center part and the border part. After building connections between each pixel and its neighbors, the algorithm only connects inner unknown region to the labeled foreground region. Due to the lack of background information, local affinity-based methods tend to classify these pixels as foreground ones.
As shown in Fig. 8 , CF matting labels all the centering unknown pixels as foreground type. The Robust method, although, can detect the difference between centering unknown pixels and their nearest labeled neighbors, still tends to label them as foreground class. Local affinitybased algorithms lacks usage of information of global annotations, and as a result, fails in such a simple case. Fig. 9 (a) reveals this problem from manifold perspective. Nodes on the lower lines corresponds to the pixels in the outer unknown region. Since there are connections to both foreground region and background region, these nodes can easily identify their classes through comparing information received from both sides. Nodes on the upper line are connected to only the foreground, which means, under this condition, any information they receive comes from the foreground region, making these points more likely to be classified as foreground class.
Non-local approaches propagate both foreground and background information to all nodes. For each unknown pixel, we sample several pixels that have similar colors with it and connect it to them. This operation builds connections between the nearby nodes in the feature space and is known as sampling strategy for non-local affinity. Fig. 9 (b) visualizes the matting results using non-local method. As illustrated in the figure, the nodes in the upper line, which are only connected to the labeled foregrounds in Fig. 9 (a) , are connected to the nearby nodes. Through considering the information propagated from connected nodes, the previously falsely classified unknown nodes are now correctly labeled. 
1) SPARSE PATTERN OF MATTING LAPLACIAN
The matting Laplacian is a symmetry and half positive definite matrix. For the local affinity-based approach, the matting Laplacian is a huge sparse matrix with non-zero entries existing near the main diagonal. Commonly, the size of local window is 3×3 and each pixel is connected to 25 neighboring pixels in local affinity-based approach. So the number of nonzero elements of a row is 25 and the non-zero entries are close to the main diagonal. Each unknown pixel corresponds to a row in matting Laplacian, which means the number of non-zero rows approximately equals to the number of unlabeled pixels. The non-local approach, which establishes connections between non-neighboring pixels, also generates a sparse matting Laplacian matrix. But its non-zero elements spread to the entire matrix. Fig. 10 illustrates the difference of matting Laplacian between local approach and non-local approach.
B. AFFINITY-BASED REFINEMENT ON SAMPLING-BASED ESTIMATION
If a line defined by two labeled pixels F i and B i passes through (or near) an unknown pixel i, the alpha value of i can be approximated by the distance ratiô
Sampling-based approach estimates the alpha value using (50). Obtaining good candidate pairs of samples for alpha estimation requires complicated calculation and will not be further analyzed here. The survey [41] which focuses on sampling-based strategies, is a complement to this paper. The sampling-based estimation can be refined using affinity-based approaches which corresponds to a rather similar quadratic minimization problem introduced previously. A new term is added to (21) , restricting the difference between output alpha value α and the sampling-based estimationα to be small:
where η is the weight parameter, C is a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry represents the confidence of corresponding estimated alpha value. By taking the derivative of previous function and setting it to zero, we get the final closed-form solution
which has similar form with (22) . This strategy can be extended to a more general form through adding more restrictions to the expression (51), which also results in closed-form solutions. C. VISUALIZATION OF SAMPLING Fig. 11 illustrates sampling result of a pixel on the Donkey image. The white pixel is the one to be estimated and red, blue or green pixels are samples locate in labeled foreground region, labeled background region or unlabeled region. KNN [27] matting samples the top k pixels that have similar color with the target pixel. Global [16] matting directly utilizes all the labeled pixels on the border of unknown region. Shared [17] matting samples the pixels lie along the rays emanated with equal angle-interval from the unknown pixel. However, sampling strategy is a double-edged sword since it might bring unrelated connections into consideration especially for images rich in textures and colors. Two problems of sampling strategy should always be taken into consideration: determining the number of samples and where to sample. This contradiction is discussed in the following evaluation section.
VII. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
The performance of matting models are evaluated quantitatively on the public image data set provided by [42] and video dataset provided by [43] . The detailed error rate of the two datasets are acquired from corresponding website [44] and [45] . The results analysis involves the comparison of different affinity-based models, the improvements brought by sampling and the influence of changing feature space. Other contents involve comparison of matting and segmentation as well as decomposition of foreground layer F and background layer B. Table. 1 lists the detailed information of representative approaches to be evaluated.
A. PERFORMANCE OF METHODS 1) QUANTITIVE COMPARISION Table. 2 evaluates the performance of matting approaches. Each approach is followed by the average rank and errors on test images. The evaluation results are provided by alphamatting website [44] . Each entry of the table is composed of the sum of absolute difference (SAD) and mean square error (MSE) separated by slash.
Bayesian [13] is a statistics model and has large errors due to the fact that image manifold cannot be well modeled by simple GMM. Possion [2] has similar poor performance with Bayesian since it simply concentrates on the gradient of alpha matte rather than the matte value itself.
RW [5] , CF [6] and LB [10] are local affinity-based closedform approaches and correspond to the three basic models. The rank of the basic implementation of level 2 and level 3 model, CF and LB, are similar, with obviously lower errors compared to level 1 model based approach (RW).
Robust [14] is a hybrid approach that estimates the alpha value using sampling strategy and then optimizes the result using CF. The results show that the combination is not so successful since its performance is even worse than CF. Improved [24] , Weighted [18] , SVR [20] , Comprehensive [19] and KLD [22] all benefit from effective sampling strategies, which generate high quality estimation of alpha matte for later optimization by CF.
Both Non-local [26] and KNN [27] correspond to level 3 model that utilize non-local affinities and outperform its forerunners. LNSP [31] further improves the accuracy through combining level 2 model, level 3 model and sampling strategy. DCNN [33] also combines the two closed-form models, CF and KNN, which is achieved using CNN. IF [29] is the most complicated traditional matting method. It uses models of all levels and relies on a complicated non-local approach to build pixel connections called information flow. With the help of the deep convolution neural network, DI [34] outperforms all the traditional algorithms.
Previous analysis is based on image matting dataset [42] , and the results show that combining complicated sampling strategy and various of affinity-based models reduce the errors on this dataset. However, the results on video matting dataset [43] listed in Table. 3 show that complicated approaches may also result in poor performance. In this rank list, level 3 approach LB achieves the best performance among all the traditional approaches, while level 2 approach CF is rather close to it. Hybrid solutions such as Robust, IF and KNN, this time, have large errors. In both of the two ranking lists, DI [34] is on the top, which means such deep learning approach has high generalization performance.
The video matting dataset is evaluated using two methodologies proposed by [43] :
and
where denotes total number of pixels in a video, α p,t and α p,t denote transparency values of video matting under considerations and ground truth at pixel p of frame t. The two metrics measure temporal coherency and per-pixel accuracy correspondingly.
2) VISUALIZED COMPARISION
Comparison of alpha matte of Troll and Doll are displayed in Fig. 12 . Two highly transparent images Plastic bag and Net are displayed in Fig. 13 . In each image, there are two patches denoted by red and blue rectangle and zoom-in are shown below the corresponding alpha images. For the Troll image, the red rectangle patch denotes the palm location and the blue rectangle denotes the hair location. The color of palm region is quite different from the background so the alpha matte of this region estimated by all methods are accurate. Since the hair region has similar color with background bridge, local affinity-based methods, e.g. RW [5] , CF [6] and LB [10] , to some degree, falsely classify the background bridge as the foreground. Hybrid approaches e.g. KNN [27] , Comprehensive [19] , KLD [22] , LNSP [31] and IF [29] , all benefit from using non-local information. Through comparing the pixel color in the green box with the bridge body, they produce more accurate alpha matte. RW [5] is a level 1 method and its performance is obviously worse than the other models. The sampling method used by Robust [14] brings more defects to the final alpha matte. In this case, as shown in Table. 2, IF [29] achieves the lowest errors while DI [34] is relatively close to it.
The red patch of Doll image is another difficult case and there are high errors in alpha matte produced by traditional methods. Since the letters, denoted by red rectangle, have similar color with the doll hair, most algorithms tend to classify them as foreground. The DI [34] method produces high quality alpha matte for doll image. For this case, the color distribution of hair and letters inside the red rectangle is totally mixed and it is difficult to reduce the error rate without the help of semantic-level understanding.
The Plasticbag image, displayed in Fig. 13 , has highly transparent foreground and therefore is among the most difficult cases. The black rope denoted by the red rectangle and the upper edge denoted by blue rectangle are both far away from the labeled foreground region. The transparent region is likely to receive noises during information propagation.
The slim rope in the red box has two features: it has different color compared to other part of unknown region and it is directly connected to labeled background region. Therefore, neither affinity-based nor sampling-based strategy regard it as confident foreground region. Similar to the Doll image case, only DI [34] correctly classifies the rope as foreground region.
The Net image has many holes in the foreground region and the labeled foreground region is rather small compared to the unknown region. This is a difficult case but easier than Plasticbag since the net itself is a connected region, which allows information propagation through unknown regions. KLD [22] , IF [29] and DI [34] recover the details in this case while others tend to either blur the net hole, for example, CF [6] , KNN [27] and Comprehensive [19] or give very low confidence score, such as RW [5] and LB [10] .
B. ALPHA-COLOR MODEL VERSUS COLOR MIXTURE MODEL
Alpha-color model and Color Mixture model are most commonly used in closed-form image matting. Alpha-color model connects the alpha value of a pixel with its color value using linear transformation. This model reveals the fact that given a series of labeled pixels, the possibility that a color belongs to the foreground can be deducted. CF matting is a typical Alpha-color model based implementation and is used as the baseline for a majority of papers.
Color Mixture model describes another relationship between alpha value and color value of a pixel and its neighbors. It points out that if the color of a pixel can be represented by a linear combination of neighboring colors, the combination coefficients can also be used to blend neighboring alpha values to represent transparency of the pixel.
As shown in Table. 2 and Table. 3, on both of the two datasets, Color Mixture model (LB) outperforms Alphacolor model (CF), though the overall rank of them are relatively close. Two facts are revealed by Table. 1. For hybrid approaches, level 2 Alpha-color model are commonly adopted for post refinement operation and level 3 are preferred for building the non-local affinity. According to chapter V, Color Mixture model has an obvious advantage that its deduction process is much more elegant than Alpha-color model. The difference is related to the usage of regularization term. According to (44) , each element of Laplacian matrix L directly maps to the final matting Laplacian matrix. Due to the irregular size of the matrix G T k G k in (32), further deduction is required to determine how each pair of pixels contribute to the final matting Laplacian.
C. CHANGING OF FEATURE SPACE
Alpha value of a single pixel can be approximated by either its color channels (l2 model) or alpha value of a group of selected pixels (l3 model). The representation can be either linear or non-linear. LB algorithm points out that the kernel trick can be applied during the first stage and finds that this brings some improvements to some test images. The core idea is to replace the raw pixel color
where φ is a nonlinear map function and usually p > 3. Let k(x i , x j ) be the kernel function value of x i and x j and define matrix K j as
Then equation (46) are converted to the new form
which is also build only on image color features. Kernel tricks are rarely used in practice since modern matting algorithms choose very small window size and the power of kernel function cannot be explored in such a case. A more FIGURE 13. Comparison of matting methods. Two zoom-in patches are presented below the image. The left and right zoom-in correspond to red and blue rectangle patches. The two images are Plasticbag and Net selected from public dataset [42] .
commonly used strategy is to add position information to feature vectors and adopt multiple color models. IF matting adopts pixel coordinates (x, y) into feature vector as (r, g, b, x, y). KNN matting switches to HSV color model and utilizes a more complicated version (cos(h), sin(h), s, v, x, y). Notice that the kernel tricks and new feature space are elegant since the vectorized form of matting equations remain the same.
There are some principles for changing feature spaces. If the window size is small, such as the commonly used size of 3 × 3, using non-linear kernel trick brings little improvement. Switching to other color spaces, such as HSV or LAB, only helps in rare occasions since there are no necessary connections between color model and the matting assumptions, for example manifold assumption or color smooth assumption. Adding position information into features is of great help, especially in the non-local models where position information helps avoid sampling pixels from far away region.
D. RECONSTRUCTION OF FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND
One way to estimate the two layers is using following estimation,
where α value is regarded as the possibility map that pixels belong to the foreground. This task can be accomplished solved by (1) . Sometimes, solving the ideal goal of image matting, which refers to recovering entire F and B, is required. This corresponds to solving (1) for F and B given α A more comprehensive solution proposed by [6] directly solves the blending equation (1),
where α is the given value, ∇ is the gradient symbol and ∇ x F i represents the gradient of F along the x axis. The second and third terms are additional constraints for image smoothness. This is also a quadratic optimization problem and it can be converted to a sparse linear system since gradient concerns only neighboring pixels. In this way, we arrive at a closedform solution to reconstruction F and B.
E. MATTING VERSUS SEGMENTATION
Image segmentation is a closely related field to image matting. Conventionally, the following features distinguish matting from segmentation: 1) Soft mask (alpha matte) is generated; 2) Two-class classification problem;
3) Interactive operation. Alpha matte is a soft mask which assigns each pixel a value labeling the possibility it belongs to the foreground. Image segmentation divides the pixels into groups and each group has a certain class label. Traditionally, whether the output mask is soft or not determines if it is a matting method. However, this rule is weakened since modern segmentation approaches also generate soft mask indicating the confidence of labels.
Matting solves a binary classification problem where two classes are concerned: foreground class and background class. Segmentation, especially semantic segmentation, such as [46] , [47] on the other hand, handles multi-classification problems. This difference inclines to treat matting as a special kind of segmentation assignment. This point of view is not comprehensive due to the following two reasons. First, the number of classes a semantic segmentation algorithm can handle is fixed. The number of target classes of semantic segmentation must be predetermined and each class must be involved in training. The matting method, free from such restriction, requires only a few assumptions on the foreground object and deals with unlimited number of categories. Second, the binary classification can be done recursively on an image thus separating the whole image into any number of components.
Image matting estimates and extracts the foreground objects of an image. The term foreground is in fact not a clear definition since it varies for different purposes. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the input image I can be formed using at least three different approaches and each of the three groups of images is a solution for the matting problem. So, more restrictions are added to select the best one from the solution space. There are two generally used restrictions: matting assumption and user instruction. The matting assumption are explained in previous sections. As for user instruction, image matting is an interactive process that requires heavy user input. However, benefiting from the advantage of adoptive features of matting, the user input can sometimes be reduced. The region changing from blurred to clear during camera focusing process and the information provided by depth camera both indicate the location of foreground object, making the foreground extraction a fully automatic process.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, systematic closed-form matting theory is analyzed. We provide manifold learning based explanation and formalized mathematical analysis for the matting models. Further improvements of matting contains three aspects: improving precision, reducing user interaction, and accelerating computation process.
Lacking the understanding of semantic information has become a major choke point preventing traditional matting approaches from improving their performance. It is a trend that comprehensive integration of traditional matting models and deep learning frameworks should be developed. The loss functions of existing matting models can be optimized using CNN and the sampling strategy can be improved using deep frameworks.
User-friendly approaches should reduce the user interaction. It is expected that future algorithms can clearly indicate which region should be annotated in the trimap, making the interactive process more goal-oriented. Integration of software analysis and hardware assistant is of vital importance for industrial purpose.
Existing high precision matting approaches require heavy computations, costing a couple or dozens of seconds to process an image. This makes them unsuitable for real-time processing, not to mention the video matting tasks. More computational efficient approaches are required for practical usage.
APPENDIX PROOF A. PROOF FOR ALPHA-COLOR ASSUMPTION
This is the proof for Alpha-color model for the color image case, which corresponds to III-C2. Substituting the color line model equation (3) into blending equation (2) yields
where H = [F 2 − B 2 , F 1 − F 2 , B 1 − B 2 ]. Rewriting the equation while ignoring the details of matrix H and focusing only on its structure, we have 
where inverse matrix H −1 is split into row vectors H −1 = [r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ] T . The first equation of previous system shows that
which is further rewritten as α i = a T I i + b where a = r 1 and b = −r T 1 B 2 .
B. PROOF FOR MATTING LAPLACIAN ENTRIES OF ALPHA-COLOR MODEL
This is the proof for (37) . Notice that G k is a symmetrical matrix:
Moreover, it can be proved that G k is idempotent: when multiplied by itself, yields itself:
This means we only need to calculate the G k instead of G T k G k . Then we look into matrix G k = I (m+1) −G k (G T k G k ) −1 G T k and follow this chain to deduce it step by step:
k G k is a 2 × 2 matrix of the following form:
The inverse of matrix
Let g i denotes the ith row vector of G k ,
It can be proved that only part of the entries (the type 1 elements described below) in the matrix G k (G T k G k ) −1 G T k is needed while others can be ignored.
For the elements that satisfy i ≤ m, j ≤ m, we have e i,j = g T i (G T k G k ) −1 g j = I i 1
With the help of Kronecker delta function:
For the elements that satisfy i ≤ m, j = m + 1, we have
The sum of all these elements equals to zero: 
The sum of all these elements equals to zero and these terms are safely all ignored. For the element that satisfies i = m+1, j = m + 1, we have
Since is set to a very small value 10 −6 , this term is ignored. The proof for color image is similar to above single channel image case.
